
                            
Installing Your Ferrari Window Accelerators

These Ferrari window accelerators are very easy to install. 

These switching boxes correct a poor grounding system. They are not a cure-all for slow windows. In most cases the
difference is very significant. In some cases the windows may still be on the slow side. This may be from the positive 12
volt feed and/or problems like the moving parts being rusty, dried out or not well lubricated etc. 

To install these window accelerators you will need an electrical crimping tool. 

1- Remove the door panel: You will need to remove the inner door panels(s). It may also be possible to remove the
outer door skin instead. I think in most or all cases it will be better to remove the inner door panel(s). Do one door at a
time so you have a reference to go by if you forget what goes where on reassembly. Your inner door panels may be
made of several pieces. You will only need to remove the bottom piece(s). You will need to remove enough to gain
access to the two wires to the electric window motors. Generally there is a speaker on the door. Once you remove the
door panels and the speaker the electric window wires are usually right behind the speaker opening in the door. 

2- Locate the electric window wires: Determine which wires go the electric widow motor. Use a mirror if need be to
be sure. There will be 2 wires (generally inside of a black plastic tube) that go to the window motor. They may be
yellow/blue or black/green. In some Ferrari’s there may be a connector between the wires and the colors may change.
If these wires are covered with a plastic tube this plastic tube will need to be cut off  some to add these window
accelerators. 

                      

3- Cut one wire: Once you have determined which wires go to the electric window motor you may begin. There are
two wires in the door going to the electric window motor. There are three wires coming out of my window motor
accelerator box. Two are gray and one is black. It is easiest to do one electric window motor wire at a time. Generally
you will be working in the opening for the door speaker. Pull the electric window motor wires out of the speaker
opening. Generally the best place to cut one of the factory electric window motor wires is in the middle so you have
equal amounts of wire on both sides of the cut out of the speaker opening. Cut one of the wires going to the electric
window motor. Do not cut both wires at this time. One of the gray wires from the accelerator box will be connected to
this wire using a butt splice. Strip the ends of the factory wires approximately a little over 1/4” or 7 mm. 

Use one of the butt splices supplied with the kit. Insert one factory wire into one side of the supplied butt splice. Crimp
the supplied insulated butt splice on to one of the factory wires you just stripped.  You will now have one butt splice



crimped to one cut factory wire. Important next step:  Slip one of the supplied shrink tube pieces over this wire and
butt splice. You will now have the butt splice crimped to one of the factory electric window wires and one piece of
heat shrink tube pushed back. See diagram:

4- Connect one gray wire from the window accelerator box: The other end of the factory electric window wire
that you cut and stripped will now go into the other end of the butt splice along with one gray wire from the plastic box
(It does not matter which gray wire you use). Crimp both of these wires (One gray wire from the box and the other
wire from the door) into the butt connector. Use a heat gun to heat and shrink the shrink tube. Remember that the other
wire to the window motor has not been cut yet.

5- Connect the second gray wire: Repeat step 2 to the other electric window wire and the other gray wire from the
accelerator box. Use some supplied tie wraps to wrap all the wires together on both ends over the heat shrink butt
splices. Other options: You may also use other options for connecting the wires. Soldering is a good choice. I would
not use wire nuts. Both factory electric window wires should now have these gray wires from the box piggy backed to
the factory wires. Each factory electric window wire will have one gray wire attached to it

6- Connect the black ground wire: The black wire needs to go to a suitable ground. I supply a crimped on end
eyelet for the ground wire. Try to find a bolt close enough to take out to use to connect this black wire to ground. If
there is no bolt close enough you may want to drill a hole and use a sheet metal screw or nut and bolt to connect the
ground to the door steel frame. Make sure you scrap some of the paint off to insure a good ground. 

7- Test it: Test the window. Turn the key on (starting the engine is better) and you should see a significant improvement
in the speed that the window goes up and down. 

8- Secure the plastic box: Secure the box to the inside of the door cavity. Move the door window to the full down
position. Find a suitable location to mount the plastic box. Make sure the wires to the box are out of the way of the
window movement etc. There are a few different ways to do this.  I supply some strips of top quality 3M emblem
adhesive. This works well if the surface is clean and smooth.  On my 348 I RTV siliconed the bottom of the plastic
box and glued it to the lower door steel surface just behind the speaker. You may need to put something heavy on top
of it for a several hours so the silicone cures enough to keep it in place. On my 348 it stuck well and stayed in place
right away. On other Ferraris you will want to look at where it fits and how to mount it. There are 2 holes. You may
drill and use sheet metal screws. 

9- Reinstall the door panel(s): Reinstall the door panels and you are done! On my 348 the plastic fasteners all broke
on the lower panel. I have heard that you can find replacements at some auto parts stores. 

10- Plastic fasteners: On my 348 I used Napa part number 665-2010. 8 per bag - one bag is enough to do both doors.
They are not a perfect match but generally work OK. I used a sharp side cutter to cut the notch in the area of the
fastener for it to go into the hole on the door panels. 


